Former IBM Partner Enablement Executive- Patrick Corcoran Joins Global Software, Inc. As
Enterprise Alliance Manager
RALEIGH, NC USA (23rd May, 2016) — Global Software, Inc. the leading provider of Microsoft Excel-based
automation & reporting software solutions to enhance the world’s foremost Business Intelligence (BI),
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and operational platforms, announces today that Patrick Corcoran
has joined the Global Software, Inc. team as Enterprise Alliance Manager, to promote its automation
road map strategy for Microsoft® Excel.
Patrick Corcoran will cultivate relationships with various strategic ERP partners, aiding in their strategy
to effectively deliver the market leading Excel based automation and reporting platform to their
respective customers. “Patrick’s arrival at Global Software, Inc. to spearhead our Partner Alliance
campaign around our flagship Spreadsheet Server application is both timely and exciting, said Tonya
Cannady, Vice President, Global Sales for Global Software, Inc. “Patrick has a superb pedigree and
significant accomplishments over the past 8 years in the OEM reporting software space. He understands
our value proposition and how best to position Spreadsheet Server at the various ERP companies
around globe. We are very thrilled to welcome Patrick to this position and look forward to his many
contributions.”
Before Patrick joined Global Software, Inc. he was with IBM Analytics, serving 9 years as a significant
contributor in IBM’s analytics unit. His responsibilities at IBM included managing 35 existing partners,
developing new opportunities from initial inquiry to complex evaluations and negotiations, recruiting
and consulting with emerging software companies looking to augment their solutions.
In his role with Global Software he will leverage his previous experiences in facilitating dynamic and
strategic partnerships that will bring value to the ERPs’ end user. “This a tremendous opportunity to be a
part of a software company with such a rich history and stellar reputation as the market leader in the
Excel Automation and reporting space for well over a decade,” said Patrick Corcoran, Enterprise Alliance
Manager at Global Software, Inc. “The Spreadsheet Server platform provides the ultimate in value and
scalability for an ERP company looking to enhance their ERP experience via the Microsoft Excel
application for their valued customers. I am truly honored to be part of this savvy and accomplished
team at Global Software, Inc.”
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ABOUT GLOBAL SOFTWARE, INC.
Global Software, Inc. is the leading provider of Microsoft Excel-based automation & reporting software
solutions to enhance the world’s foremost Business Intelligence (BI), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
and operational platforms. The Company’s flagship offering, Spreadsheet Server streamlines data analytic
processes and bridge the operational gap between Company data and reporting, resulting in timely and
cost saving secure financial and operational reporting, budgeting, and automated report delivery. With
best-in-class solutions, their Dynamic Spreadsheet Methodology (DSM), a highly scalable and efficient
operating platform, and a strong track-record of success, Global Software, Inc. has grown to be the most
dominant provider in Excel automation and data analysis. Spreadsheet Server is at the center of
converging trends – supremacy of Microsoft Excel, demand for reporting, growth in the business
automation software industry, and increased investment in IT. Founded in 1973, with worldwide
headquarters in the Research Triangle region of North Carolina, USA, Global’s products are used in 50+
countries, by over 2,500 supported customers, 50,000 users worldwide who are serviced by Global’s
24/7/365 support infrastructure.
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